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Foreign Trade, Case from China

Abstract

From the perspective of time to discuss the changes of China's import and export content:

content contains what is the majority fraction of China's import and export. From the

perspective of the world's countries (developed countries, developing countries,

underdeveloped countries), the import and export are divided into four stages: the first

stage is dominated by the export of raw materials; the second stage is dominated by the

export of labour-intensive products; The third stage is dominated by the export of

technology-intensive products, while the fourth stage is dominated by the export of

technologies and services and the import of raw materials.

The first stage corresponds to underdeveloped countries, the second and third stages

correspond to developing countries, and the fourth stage corresponds to developed

countries.

In the face of China in different periods, the state of China at that time and its influence on

future development can be seen from the export data of policies and export contents.

Keywords: Foreign trade, China trade, China export and import
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Zahraniční obchod, případ z Číny

Abstrakt

Z pohledu času diskutovat o změnách čínského importního a exportního obsahu:

obsah obsahuje to, co je hlavním tělem čínského importu a exportu. Z pohledu zemí světa

(rozvinuté země, rozvojové země, nerozvinuté země) se dovoz a vývoz dělí do čtyř fází:

první fázi dominuje vývoz surovin; druhé fázi dominuje vývoz výrobků náročných na

pracovní sílu; Třetí fázi dominuje vývoz technologicky náročných výrobků, zatímco čtvrté

fázi dominuje vývoz technologií a služeb a dovoz surovin.

První etapa odpovídá nerozvinutým zemím, druhá a třetí etapa odpovídá

rozvojovým zemím a čtvrtá etapa odpovídá rozvinutým zemím.

Tváří v tvář Číně v různých obdobích je stav Číny v té době a její vliv na budoucí

vývoj patrný z údajů o vývozu politik a obsahu vývozu.

Klíčová slova: Zahraniční obchod, obchod s Čínou, vývoz a dovoz Číny
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1 Introduction

1.1 Background of Thesis

Trade is the initial format of commerce, it happened since the first human civilization,

which is clan. At the very beginning, trade is taken place between individuals. Those

individuals exchange their production with others to meet their need of survival. As

civilization develops, currency stands out, it helps and accelerates the growing process of

trade, and became commerce. When currency is created, trading is no longer in the format

of goods for goods, they use currency instead. But trades between clans or countries in

ancient times, are still by the format of goods for goods. Until people can mining stable

amount of gold, then people use gold as trading values standards. Till modern times,

people use international currencies as trading intermediary for more efficient commerce

activities. The developing progress of trading can be evaluated as civilization developing

progress.

Foreign trade happened in China in ancient times already. And in recent modern times,

China is dealing with another nation or country for foreign trade. As the data showed,

China starts exports and imports systematically since 1981, and the total annual foreign

trade amount was 735 (counting unit as 100 million RMB), and till 2018, the total annual

foreign amount was 305010 (100 million RMB). During the same time line, the component

of top 10 major exports and imports commodity has shifted accordingly.

2 Objectives and Methodology

2.1 Objectives

Through the investigation of foreign trade of China, we can learn that how does foreign

trade industry transforms and grows in China, and how it is related to Chinese national

policy.
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Through the analysis of the companies dealing with foreign trade between China and

Czech Republic, we can find out how the traditional foreign trade industry transitioned and

transformed into cross-border e-commerce mode under the impact of the Internet, big data

and e-commerce.

2.2 Methodology

2.2.1 Case Study Method

By investigate the total annual amount of foreign trade amount in time line, and what are

the industry segmentations contribute in those amounts for both exports and imports of

foreign trade.

2.2.2 Quantitative Analysis

To analyze the numerical changes in currency amount, and the segmentations of varies of

industry change of the top tier changed in foreign trade.

2.2.3 Interdisciplinary Research Method

The research will be based on foreign trade transformation and national policy

announcements.

3 Literature Review

3.1 China Foreign Trade History

In 1981, the exports commodity of China is mostly in manpower-intensive industry

products, and the imports commodity of China is mostly in technology-intensive industry

products. And until recent years, the exports and imports commodity have been switched.

As China develops very fast during the last 20-30 years, the industry segmentation has

changed. In 1996, the top tier exports commodities are: Toys, Shoes, Knitted clothes, Non-

Knitted clothes, Rubber products, Plastic products. And all the top tier exports

commodities are belonging to the same signatures, which are low technology-intensive,

low-value, high manpower-intensive. At the same year, China’s top tier imports
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commodities are: integrated circus, medical supplies, automobiles, vehicles, and

machineries. All the imported commodities fall into the high technology-intensive, high

unit value、profit labels. At that time, China needs to exports 200 million of shirts, in

order to import a Boeing 747 airplane.

At the 1970s to 1980s, most of the exports and imports are officially operated by the state-

owned enterprises, only a very little portion of exports and imports activities are operated

by private enterprises. And that is due to China’s national policy, which is more like a

close border policy. At the later 1980s, the China’s national policy transformed into a more

open policy. As a result of that, there are more private enterprises established, then China’s

economy and industry are all stepped into a high-speed developing period. Thus, the

formation of foreign trade turns to a new page.

In year 1990, China’s foreign trade had a positive trade balance in the first time. Along the

past 10 years of 1990, the trade balance is between -17 to -449 (units in 100 million RMB).

After the year of 1990, the trade balances are all positive except for 1993, at 1993 the trade

balance is -701 (units in 100 million RMB). But at that time, the major export commodities

are all belongs to low technology-intensive industry products. And the imports

commodities are still high technology-intensive industry products. Even the foreign trade

commodities segmentation remains the same, which is imports high tech products, and

exports low tech product, but the definition of low technology-intensive products has been

changed. At the 1980s, the low technology-intensive products refers to the product requires

only elementary industry technology infrastructure, most are in high manpower-intensive

industries. Such as toys, knitted clothes, shoes, in general, living supplies for individuals.

There is not much exports commodities can contribute in industrial sector or any other

areas requires a very high technology infrastructure. And at the 1990s, even the exports

commodities are still considered to be low technology-intensive product, but those

products no longer labeled as zero tech goods. Those exports commodities already changed

into minimum industry technology infrastructure products. At 1990s, the top tier export

commodities are electrical parts, auto mobile spares parts, preliminary processed industrial

materials. Among these exports commodities, only roughly 20% are exported by private

enterprises, and the rest of the portions are exported by stated-owned enterprises.
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At the late 1990s, and early 2000s, the private enterprises had taken a more important roles

in foreign trade. More private enterprises had established cooperation with foreign

enterprises, therefore, the portion of foreign trade taken by private sectors had became

larger as there were more cooperation between Chinese private enterprise and foreign

enterprises. The cooperation between Chinese private enterprise and foreign enterprises

has ensured the growth of China industrial production capacity, as well as the exports

ability and the imports requirements. The foreign enterprises will export the technology

into China private enterprises in exchange of cash flow. And in return, when China private

enterprises taken in those exported technologies, and will improve those technologies. As a

result, the private sectors will improve their product as more technology-intensive, also,

the production capacity will be improved as well. As the most of the industries are

improving the production capacity, and product qualities, the supply of domestic market is

overcoming the demand of domestic market, exporting will eventually become part of the

solution.

After the year of 2000, the import commodity and export commodity segmentation had

been totally switched. The portion of production materials from import commodity had

grown faster and faster. And the trend is that, the imported materials are less processed, as

raw as it can be, or just have an elementary process of the material. On the other hand, the

exports commodity segmentation has a large piece of end user product, which can be

delivered to clients or into industrial usages directly.

As of 2010s, the exports commodity no longer has any bulk commodity of elementary

processed products, or civil technology privilege products. It is more like to be import

more brands of a certain class of product, instead of importing something China does not

have. At the 2010s, the imports are more focused on food supply, like beans, pork, fruit

and excreta. And for export commodities, the largest segmentation is electrical product,

followed by machinery equipment and machinery spare parts, mobile phones, audio

equipment, auto vehicles, textile, plastic products.
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3.2 Transformation of Trade

Along the China foreign trade formation changes, the supply and demand, the imports and

exports, and the foreign trade balance has been converted. And the most important

changing point is year 2001, which is China joins WTO, and after China joins WTO, the

policy against foreign trade has been more distributed by Chinese government.

Another key factor that China’s foreign trade is growing fast is that, China itself has

established a product quality and safety standard, based on that standard, any enterprise

imports or exports across Chinese border, had to meet the base line. And that standard had

become more and more strict to any enterprise which obligate to it.

In the current global market, the situation is not optimistic. The deeper influence of

financial crisis is still in place, waiting for the next show time. And from the macro view of

the global market, the economic system recovery from a crisis takes longer and longer, and

the recovery process is more complex and more difficult. Therefore, the global foreign

trade structure needs to be adjusted accordingly. In this case, China foreign trade will be

adapted willingly. It will cut off the scale production, and change into high quality and

efficiency production. High quality and high efficiency both have stronger coping ability to

any domestic or global destructive events. And enterprises find out that, they must improve

themselves, in order to survive in the modern market, otherwise, they will be left behind or

cut off from the whole food chain. Those enterprises who plays roles in China foreign trade

business have recognized that, as they are growing and become more profiting, they must

take more responsibilities to the society, not only to China, but to the whole world. It will

not only help the society gets better, it also helps the enterprises to become more

competitive, and to gain the power of sustained development ability.

Since the concept of globalization, foreign trade is the connection of it. Each civilized

country must be part of it. For foreign trade itself, it has its own ideology, which can be

explained as the supply and demand of all foreign trade countries. And as for the next

supporting stronghold of foreign trade, it will be the very high-technology-intensive

products. High end technology is the carrier of foreign trade since globalization, and it

plays a significantly important role in global trading industry.
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In China, manufacturing industry is the major player in foreign trade, and it is becoming

less manpower-intensive and more technology-intensive on a global perspective, not only

on China’s perspective. And another key player in global economy system is trading in

services, and China is focused on this part as well. As an assumption, the trading in

services will has a portion of more than 50% in all foreign trade. Service trade will

contribute majorly in resource allocation and scaled economics, also helps improves

domestic enterprises’ competitive power. Since 2005, the growth rate of trading in service

is greater than the growth rate of commodity trade. In China, the service trade growth rate

to commodity trade growth rate is much greater than the global average.

As the demand in must have for survival is decreasing rapidly, and the demand in spiritual

pleasure is increasing rapidly in the globe, the need for service trade is much more desired

than before. Also, since the Internet and communication technology have developed

significantly fast, the cost of service trade is decreasing. Therefore, the service trade is

facing a now turning point, and it will be developed very fast in the future. And the service

trade itself is mutating as well. From 2005 to 2018, in China, the traditional service trade

(including tourism and transportations) and commodity trade had a drop on portions, from

73.96% to 39.86%. And the new format of service trades has raised from 26.04% to

60.14%, and the leading industry in the new service trade format are business services,

communications, computers and information services. From another point of view, the

service trade can also be considered as the benefit of technology and science expansion.

Even the service became a rising format of foreign trade, but it still requires a strong

industrial and technology supporting in the back. As a service is provided to clients, at first,

the service provider must understand the business at top tier, and has a very persuasive

reason for that, which means, it can provide advantages with an edging ceiling and with

other business competitors cannot easily over run. In order to lead the advantage in a

specific service covering area, it not only requires the method of providing service or

goods, it also requires the up-stream and low-stream business to be advanced at the same

time. That, in another way, can be delivered as an end to end solution, which covers the

whole flow of a specific business area.

In fact, service providing is not only the transformation of China’s foreign trade, also it

indicates an epitome of the trading of the whole world. If considering the whole word’s
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trading as a giant factory production line, every country has a role in that production line,

and the role’s position is determined by the nature of one country’s advantages, or can be

described as advantages at time point. One country’s role can be switched as the country’s

natural advantage changes as one country is developing or exploring. To look back with

China’s foreign trade format transmission, it fits this mechanism, which is one country’s

role can be changed if putting this country’s contribution into a larger picture, in this case,

the whole world’s economic system. And at the meantime, it is not necessary the one

country can only have one role in the giant trading loop, it is possible to have more than

one role at the same time. When a country’s infrastructure and technology are very

sophisticated, the more likely a country has more roles in the global trading loop. It can

provide raw materials to other countries in various area, and at the same time acting as a

primary processing provider. It can provide services to other countries in some areas of

global trade, and requires services from the same or different countries in other areas.

4 Practical Part

4.1 Trade Policy

China, it has switched several roles in the global trade loop, from the lower rank as a raw

material provider, to a middle rank like primary processing provider and to a higher rank as

service provider. Unfortunately, yet, China has not reached the supreme rank of the global

trade loop. After 1949, China was just experienced from warfare, and was rebuilding. At

that time, China was mainly importing techniques, primary processed product, machineries

and other products or services. And the exports are focused on raw materials in various

kinds. At that time, China was only a lower rank player in the global trading loop, and can

only participate in a very minimum way, in another hand, can only contributes a few to the

whole economy system. And there are various reasons for China to act in that way, one is

the national after war trauma, and the other one is the global political environment China is

facing. The “West” is not so much can be described as friendly at that time. There is not

much international help from outside the country.

And by that reason and situation, China’s central policy has built its one straight

announcement, which China has followed till modern times. That political announcement

is that, China must improve itself from technology, at all cost. Then the whole nation
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agreed on that one. To invest in technology in various areas, to learn from any possible

methods, and after that, China has moving into the second phase after war. Chia enters a

high-speed developing period.

Figure 1 Rank of China in different countries

There are 3 phases mapping to the 4 class of ranks of the global trading circle. And in fact,

the phases of a country are currently undertaken also mapped to those 4 phases, and there

are overlaps in between, depends on the status of a country under a certain rank. An under

developing country is mapped to lower rank of the global trading circle, which is Phase 1,

and a developing country can be mapped to middle rank or high rank of the global trading

loop, and at lase, a developed country can be mapped to a high rank or supreme rank of the

global trading loop.

4.1.1 Three Phases

At Phase 1, like all under developing countries, the major participation of the global

trading is to exports raw materials and labor in exchange for extra income of a country.

And those countries are not able to practice scaled primary process productions. At Phase 2,

countries under this phase are mainly developing countries, they provide primary

processed products using raw materials from phase 1 countries, and exports them to phase

3 countries. And some of the Phase 2 countries are developed countries, but due to the

overall ability, they are classified as a Phase 2 countries. The last one, is phase 3, and it

covers most of the developing countries. These countries are mainly in providing state of
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art products, and services to the global trading circle. These countries import raw material

from Phase 1 countries, but out sourcing most of the primary processing production to the

Phase 2 countries. At the same time, Phase 3 countries exports end user products to Phase

1 and Phase 2 countries, along with services. These 3 phases are the component of current

countries mapped to the 4 ranks of the global trading circle.

In a general speech, those Phase 1 countries are gaining more while participating in the

global trading activities, they treat the raw materials and manpower as output to global

trading circle, and they receive revenues. And further, those Phase 1 countries will use the

revenue from the output activities, to purchase end user products, which they are not

capable to produce, or not able to produce in scale in order to meet the domestic needs.

Also, Phase 1 countries required frequently assistance or gain help form the world, for a

purpose of accelerate the development speed.

A Phase 2 country can mainly develop on its own, without or at a minimum level of using

the capacity of international assistances on a regular basis. Phase 2 countries are able to

process raw materials on the primary level, and even can process the primary processed

products on the next stage of technology tree. And the top tier of the Phase 2 countries are

able to provide services to Phase 1 and other Phase 2 countries. But there are a few

services or high-tech products can be outputted to Phase 3 countries.

And for a Phase 3 country, it is mainly acquiring the raw materials, and providing high

tech products to the global trading circle, along with high end services. And it will provide

more help or assistance to Phase 1 countries.

Those 3 phases of countries cannot survive alone without the other 2 phases countries.

With all 3 phases together, the global trading circle is intact. Otherwise, the circle is

missing a piece, and eventually, the global trading circle will fall apart. It is better

described as a triangle as the formation of these 3 phases, but the global trading activities

are in the formation of a loop.

Within this global trading loop, the higher the rank is, the more the profit is. But pursuit for

a higher rank in the global trading loop does not mean chasing for more profit only. It is

not wrong to chase for more profit, but it is wrong to chase for profit only. To gain a higher
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rank in the global trading loop also means that there are more responsibilities to the global

trading loop, and contributes more to the whole economy system globally. The first 2 ranks

belonged countries are more likely to receive assistance from the other 2 rank countries.

The middle 2 ranks countries are more likely to cover most of the scaled production and

services. The last 2 ranks countries are more be describing as contributors in the global

trading life circle.

4.2 China’s Development In Three Phases

foreign trade in China has its own advantage, but it still follows the developing trend of

global foreign trade infrastructure improvements. That is the science and technology

expansion and developments. Look back a long time, foreign trade is always there, it is just

in different format and different scales. Since the very beginning, the foreign trade is goods

for goods between different clans, or even individuals from different clans, and at that time,

the purpose is only to exchange for goods to meet their survival requirements. And in the

civilized modern times, foreign trade is more in manufacturing industries, it means to make

the global economy system more efficient, to have the resources reallocated to the most

efficient and valued manufacture. And as in recent times, the service trade has a more

significant role in the globe foreign trade. The demand is no longer to meet physical

requirements, it switched into more spiritual requirements. Service trade brings a more

efficient method of conducting a more enjoyable living environment. In the micro view as

China, foreign trade was suppling materials, and into manpower-intensive industries, and

into technology-intensive industries, and now, into service trades. Service trade and its

related industries will then be becoming the most important roles in China economic

system.

And yet, China can be described as a Phase 2 country, and along with a High Rank in the

global trading circle. But China was not built as a Phase 2 along with a High Rank country.

Or can put it this way, no country is built as a top phase along with a top rank, they all

worked very hard, with a series of brilliant administrative decisions on the path to reach the

top tier in both phases and ranks.
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China is a country has a very long history; it can go back 5000 years of this country. But

the China here is talking about, is the one re-established in 1949. At that time, China is a

Phase 1 under developing country, with minimum participation in the global trading

activities, which can be barely listed as a low rank country. At that time, China put more

effort in developing itself. When there is profit from exporting raw materials, China invest

those profits into developing in infrastructure of domestic layout, in technology

developments and extra, in anyway that may help China developing. At that time, China is

under a very special stage, it is so be called as Planned Economy, all the supplies are

planned to produce, and to be distributed to people or organizations as planned. The

amount of food of a family can purchase are planned as well. Also, at that time, works are

also planned. It is seemed to have less freedom for Chinese at that time, but it is the most

efficient method for China to get pass that period, and to reach a higher level of phase of

countries or ranks of the global trading circle.

During that period, China has to acquire services and products from Europe and Russia for

basic machineries. Once service or product is in place, China has to learn from it, and

developing from it. At that time, foreign trade can only be practiced as government

activities. It is almost impossible for an individual to participate in global trading activities.

At the later stage of Phase 1, China was able to do scaled production on primary processed

products. And that continues to happen even when China reaches Phase 2.

4.2.1 First Phase

During Phase 1, around 1950, China’s imports and exports amount is about 1.13 billion

USD, that number jumps to 1.95 billion USD at 1960. At that time China is following the

Standard International Trade Classification, SITC in short, which is edited by the UN. And

until 1986, China’s own Goods Name and Code of International Trade was replacing the

SITC, and officially used by China. And this GNCIT was first being researched at the year

of 1970.
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Figure 2 Net Value Of Import and Export(Billion USD)

During 1950 period, China mainly exported raw materials and agriculture by-products. The

product exported can only be described as raw materials and agriculture by-products, there

is no further classification with more details. At that time, the imports are limited by

international political environment, it was very hard to get machineries production line or

technology from the West. Most of the technology imports were coming from Russia back

then, Russia was the largest foreign trade partner from that time. China imports firearms,

machineries, daily products and extra. For the Europe, the importing contracts are mainly

done by private company from British, and nothing was related to machineries. At 1956,

there were 60 tractors authorized to exported to China by the British Officials. And right

after that, Malaysia and Singapore are granted for exporting natural rubber to China.

Before that, China was on a huge shortage for natural rubbers. At 1957, China imported

from British had a total amount of 12 million GPB. But until 1957, China was

experiencing a trading deficit.
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Figure 3 Export categories(1952)

China over run the Phase 1 very quick, and enters Phase 2 at late 70s, and has reached

Rank 2 about the same time. At that period, China reduced the portion of raw materials

export, and increased primary processed products portion for exporting activities. At the

same time, China imports raw materials, technology and services from the global trading

activities. At that stage, China is a major player of scaled production due to the manpower

advantage. Those scaled production required limited technology existence, and with the

manpower advantage of China, it brings in a substantial revenue to China.

Also, during Phase 1, China has a very strict control for the usage of foreign currencies. At

that time, China’s foreign currencies were held by central government, and a spending plan

was made by the central government as well. A majority portion of the limited foreign

currencies were used on imports the raw materials China did not have, or were unable to

collect under that situation and technology background. Only the must have products were

imported to China at that time. And domestically, China managed to cover the production

of essential products that can provide a minimum level steady to the whole country. And

all those indicated that at that time China is a low rank player in Global trade circle, that

time period covered almost 30 years.
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Figure 4 Net trading value ration China/World(%)

4.2.2 Second Phase

For Phase 2, Chinas enters this period at early 1980s, and kept it that way until modern

time. During Phase 2, China had experienced 2 ranks of the global trade circle, which is

the middle rank and the high rank. Between those 2 ranks, China’s purpose and methods of

foreign trade were different. In between early 1980s to 2001, China’s foreign trade were

focused on exports, and treat imports as auxiliary. And since 2002 till current time, China’s

foreign trade policy is mainly focused on exports and imports at about the same level. This

is the rank 3, which is the high rank of the global trading circle.
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Figure 5 Import & Export Amount
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Figure 6 Import & Export Amount

At the middle rank, China had a foreign trade principle announced. That principle had

indicated the strategy while facing labor intensive area and capital/technology intensive

area. While facing labor intensive areas, China’s set up a policy as encouraging exporting

at labor intensive productions, and China had taken several measures to ensure that policy.

And as for the capital and technology intensive industries, China’s policy was to import the

necessary products, instead of producing those on China own, when China did not have the

full capability to produce them.

At 1980, China’s total exports and imports amount was 800 million USD, with a 399.7

million USD on exports, and a 400.3 million USD on imports, which has a 0.6 million

USD trading deficit. When it was 2001, China’s total exports and imports amount was

about 610 billion USD, with a 315 billion USD on exports, and a 295 billion USD on

imports, with a trading profit of roughly 10 billion USD.

At rank 2, China kept focused on labor intensive and scaled production industries, and the

exporting categories were mainly fall into those industries. By looking into the imported

goods category and weights for Rank 1, 2 and 3, it showed a very clear path of the foreign

trade changing.

At 1950s, the imported raw materials for production had a weight of 91.5% over all

imported goods. In between those materials, 51% of them were the materials to produce a

complete set of equipment and electromechanical equipment. Other than that, China was

imported a significant amount of strategic materials and raw materials that can be used in

industrial and agricultural production, transportation production and national defense

industries. At 1960s, due to massive amount of natural disasters occurred in China, the

components of importing goods has changed. Since the domestic requirement for daily

supplies had raised, the imported consumer goods raised to a very high weight, and the

complete set of equipment and electromechanical equipment for production purpose

reached to a low-level weight accordingly. Till 1970s, the weight of raw materials for

production raised again, and it reached to a historical high weight, which is 81%. Other

than the increased amount of complete set of equipment and electromechanical equipment,
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the raw materials for industrial production had increased as well, like nonferrous metals

and steels. That is due to the unbalanced domestic economic requirements, it had to be at

equivalent to leverage the domestic economy balance. Therefore, the shortage parts had to

be replaced by importing methods.

When it was 1980 to 2001, China had reached Rank 2, which is the middle Rank of the

global trading circle. China kept a relatively stabled imports category weight, the industrial

end products and new technologies had a weight around 80%, and the primary processed

products had a weight between 10%-20%. At the same period, China’s exports were more

focused on primary processed product, which still falls into the category of labor intensive

industries.

At Rank 3, which is the High rank of the global trading circle, and still a Phase 2 country,

China had a utilization process for the imported goods infrastructure. China was

recognized as Rank 3 in global trading circle since 2001 till current time, but China has 2

stages in between. The first stage was between 2001 and 2009, China has a significant

raise in the weight of capital-intensive industries and technology-intensive industries. And

the weight of those 2 categories had increased annually rapidly. The second stage is

between 2009 and current time, the imported weight of capital-intensive industries and

technology-intensive industries is keeping as a relatively high level, but the weight

increasing speed is dropping year by year. Under the foreign trade policy which China is

bearing, China’s foreign trade infrastructure and scale are both entering a new developing

phase. After joining the WTO, China’s scale of importing services is expanding at a very

rapid rate. If only focus on importing service, the traditional service is having a relatively

high weight, but the new services importing increasing rate has overwhelming the growth

rate of traditional service importing.

Figure 7 China scale after WTO
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The origins of importing had changed after China join WTO. Before joining WTO,

China’s major importing partners of foreign trade are more focused on North America,

Europe, and the countries near by as neighbors. And after China join WTO, the old

importing partners of foreign trade activities does change, but has expand the scope of

importing origins, which includes Africa, South America and central and western Asia

regions.

Even it is still Rank 3, but China’s foreign trade policy has changed around the year of

2010. Unlike at the earlier stage of Rank 3, China acquires massive imports and exports at

the same frequency, at the later stage of Rank 3, China’s foreign trade policy is more

focused on importing, and keeping a steady increase rate on exporting, but a huge increase

rate on importing. And for the importing, it is more interested in high-end technologies,

state of art processing equipment in a complete set. By increasing the technology side of

importing, it will help with the domestic industries in various areas. In further, it will help

with exporting, will provide more competition capability. China is no longer chasing the

quantity and amount of imported goods and services, has switched into chasing the quality

and efficiency of imported goods and services.

Also there is a theory as global value chain, it was raised originally at 1980s by

international trading researchers. The theory is mainly about the global value chain exists

all the way of a product life circle, from researching and developing, designing,

manufacturing, marketing, sales, distribution and after sales services.

This is different than the traditional production method, this theory will allow different

countries to participate in the production process by using one country’s advanced abilities.

Therefore, one country can maximize its advantage ability, and will also reduce the cost of

production. One production process can benefit more countries other than just one country.

An impressive example is that, most of the cell phones and laptops are designed in

America or Japan, and the precision components are produced in South Korea and China

Taiwan, and then assembled in China mainland. But the sales and distribution are taken

place world widely. The after sales services are held world widely, and the call-centers for

service are centralized in India. A cell phone or a laptop computer production has benefited

a series of countries, and it helps each participants of that foreign trade circle.
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As for now, more than two-third of foreign trades are taken place in the format of

intermediate products, instead of final products. And processing primary level of

intermediates or raw materials are the major method for a Phase 2 country to participate in

the global trade circle, or we can say the global value chain. During the foreign trade

intermediate process, a massive amount of foreign trade activities has been happening. And

each participant will benefit from both side of the foreign trade. The imports are for the

upper stream of the value chain, and the exports are for the lower stream of the value chain.

At each knot, a country for example, will benefit from imports and exports, and along with

the domestic production process.

4.2.3 Third Phase

As for now, China had experienced 3 ranks of the global trade circle. And also practice as

various roles in the global value chain in different industries. But China is till facing a huge

problem, which is that, China has a shortage on resources utilization. In fact, there are a lot

of resources being wasted during production process, due to resource utilization efficiency

and massive amount of production industries. For this issue, the solution is to import new

technologies to avoid further lack of resource utilization efficiency. And another method is

to invest more on domestic technology tree. But both methods have their own

disadvantages. As for importing from Phase 3 countries, there is a ceiling for that. In most

of the practical experience, the Phase 3 countries are not will to exports the latest

generation technology to others, in the purpose to keep their own advantage point in the

global trading circle, in further to gain more benefit from the value chain. Or the Phase 3

countries are willing to export the technologies, but in fact, the willing to be exported

technologies are only previous generation technologies compare to the technologies the

Phase 3 countries are currently use. And to import those technologies, the help on

technologies improving is limited, and cost more financially and timely considering. And

in further, once imported the previous generation technology, then China has to import the

next previous generation technology when the Phase 3 countries has a new latest

generation of technologies. And for the domestic investing in technology tree, it might take

longer then expected, and cost more. And the worst scenario is that, the investment in

technology tree research is in a wrong direction. So, the best solution is to combine those 2
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potential solutions together. To import and to invest at the same time, therefore it can

reduce the timeline of developing a new technology, and save cost at financial and timing

concerns.

Exports helps increase the foreign currency reserves, and those foreign currency reserve

can be used on import activities. China currently is not practicing all angels of technology

development; it only develops the need to have technology. Because China can hold other

technologies as reserves, but will not practice them in real production. The ability of

capable producing is one thing, and put that ability into real production is another thing.

First of all, the resources and raw material of producing certain products are limited by

amount, hence, the production output has to be carefully chosen by purpose. Therefore,

China is still willing to import certain categories of products which China already has the

capability to produce them. The only reason for that is cost profit ratio.

Figure 8 Import Export Ration

Figure 9 Exact amount for different destination countries in 2018

In the export activities, the best way to practice it is to export the product which requires

minimum resources, but comes along a relatively high profit. The smaller the cost profit

ratio it is, the better an export activity it is. For example, there are 100 unit of common raw
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materials, there are 2 technologies applies these raw materials. Tech 1, has a lower

technological difficulty level, can produce 1000 unit of products, which can bring in 3000

unit of export income, and Tech 1’s technological cost is 1000 unit of currency. Then the

export activity practicing Tech 1 is 2000 unit of currency. And for Tech 2, it has a much

higher level of technological difficulty, which has a technological cost of 5000 unit of

currency, and by using those 100 unit of raw materials, Tech 2 can only produce 20 unit of

products, and each of that unit will have a price of 5000, then the total income of exports

will be 10000 unit of currency. And then, the over all income will be 5000 unit of currency.

Or can put it this way, 1 cargo container of clothes, and 1 cargo container of electrical

chips, it is very easy to determine the value differences between these 2 cargos. Cargo

container 2 has a more efficiency value than cargo container 1, in both technology and

financial perspective. Cargo container 1 is a symbol of labor-intensive industries, and the

cargo container 2 is a symbol of technology intensive industries.

For the exports and imports activities, one other benefit is that, a country can expand the

consumable goods’ variety domestically by import activity, and also diverse the

consumable goods classification of importing countries abroad.

As for now, the core ability of challenge to China’s foreign trade practice has been

explained, new technology innovation. And there is another factor cannot be missed, which

is the impact of information technology applied in foreign trade globally. Based on the

development of information technology, there are more category of service can be dealt

with in foreign trade, and also the ability of trade. Another sign of service is the majority in

foreign trade for China is that, in the past 3 years, importing and exporting services’

growth rate is significantly larger than any other category of foreign trade products or

activities. And China has attached importance to service as foreign trade products as well.

Since 2018, the growth rate of exports in the format of service is higher than the growth

rate of imports in the format of services in foreign trade.
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5 The influence of Internet on traditional foreign trade

5.1 The collision between the Internet and the real economy

In the early stage of the development of disruptive and innovative things, it is a power to

break the old pattern and old monopoly, which plays a great role in promoting the

development of society/economy. The innovation of the Internet, which is an information

attribute, has a huge impact on the monopoly formed by the opacity and local protection of

information in the field with the property of "tradable".

The destructive development of the Internet in China has benefited from the following:

low labor costs, and a huge addition to the basic traffic construction in logistics industry.

huge foreign trade/domestic trade goods quality/price difference, with huge domestic

demand rise.

In the field of communications, national continuously invested construction of

infrastructure, and speed up JiangFei. PC, Internet, mobile communication network,

intelligent terminal, a few bonus all caught up in the wave industry.

Before the market environment is bad, the Internet lax supervision and regulation is

difficult. 6) the popularization of higher education, the employment direction, narrow

engineer bonus. But the Internet is now gradually form a pattern of oligarchs, can bully

"soft persimmon"All bullies have about the same, "crack" is not on technology and market

demand can chew, attitude towards "authority" is more and more ambiguous, oneself also

is "authority". This means that the industry is from the broken into the reaper. We've seen

the Internet started in the field of it has a monopoly of monopoly. Who can give more

money services such as baidu, drops can wait longer than a taxi, cost is higher. Even

affected the election of facebook's information security problem. The oligarchs can take

advantage of money to purchase or stifle latecomers, and himself as an information

monopoly Media, traditional media/mediation cake eaten before. Now we only see the

impact of economic globalization on between countries. The Internet influence on

domestic regional, and the impact of globalization of each country, is also an economic

pattern of remodeling, "tradable commodity production, channel, promotion, can be

different, also means that may is a national, can concentration is higher and higher. And
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local business will become more" trade "properties, such as the cinema is more and more

fire, shopping is becoming more and more like a playground, tourist area people mountain

people sea.But accordingly, no national competitiveness of local enterprises "trade" goods,

will be more and more difficult. The basic regional competition is in the zone bit and

traffic advantages, infrastructure projects associated with the traffic on the mass, then go to

the above for some policy, again some of the local policy, hope to support some more

national or international competitiveness of enterprises, can't develop, pull some power

enterprises to open the factory also can be in local. Now the real economy is nothing more

than these patterns which have so many chances to become a unicorn to each city. Perhaps

the decline of the northeast is the result of the regional trade deficit ".

Now Internet began to online with offline, make money, make new retail, smart, intelligent

4 s shop, the last link in the consumer products in the field of circulation profit also want to.

You can think of, pay to bank CARDS, to balance the treasure, to the side of the road ma

smart supermarket shopping, all the links are Internet companies to master, in addition to

the goods shelves need local artificial, all links in the virtual world and long-distance

finished. Artificial intelligence, face recognition, location tracking, ha ha, true to that day,

right to privacy in reality will have no security. In addition, the artificial intelligence is

nothing but algorithm, algorithm can cheat, once the monopoly to form, the good hope in

other people's conscience, wishful thinking. A bright future of the Internet industry, by

controlled by supervision is inevitable, entity in combination with the Internet, combined

with the new technology of industrial upgrading is also inevitable, backward entities to be

eliminated, concentration is higher and higher also is inevitable. With the competition of

enterprises, goods and services or become bigger and stronger, or death. A local service

based companies or temporarily safe. But the future predictably, regional differences, the

differences between classes, will be more and more big. As for the United States, I don't

know about Japan. I think American voters misunderstandings about China is larger.

Capital/logistics/Internet/trade/the development of artificial intelligence, inevitably cause

industrial concentration, regional concentration is higher and higher. The residents of the

backward area and the underlying will from the production of circulation is more and more

far, only the consumption desire, more and more difficult to enjoy the benefits of economic

development. Of course, globalization and the rise of China has greatly accelerated the

trend.
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5.2 The Internet is an improvement of trade efficiency

"Internet + foreign trade" changes not every process in traditional international trade

activities, but the realization of efficiency improvement in all links of trade, as well as the

comprehensive application of information, Internet and big data technology.

Led by the current trend of globalization, countries around the world have ushered in a new

opportunity for transformation.The evidence of globalization will certainly promote the

multiple integration of economic globalization, information globalization and trade

globalization.Therefore, the traditional mode of trade will also see a huge change, and

there will be what we call "Internet + foreign trade".

In this context, cross-border e-commerce, as a new trade mode, is a successful application

of the development concept of "Internet + foreign trade" and shows an unprecedented

momentum of development.In this sense, cross-border e-commerce is a representative

innovative business model of "Internet + foreign trade", which will exert an

ununderestimated influence on the development of international trade.By 2020, China's

cross-border e-commerce transactions are expected to reach 12 trillion yuan, accounting

for 37.6 percent of China's total imports and exports.Cross-border e-commerce retail

exports will reach about 2.16 trillion yuan, with an average annual growth rate of 34

percent.From the perspective of the "Internet plus" strategy advocated by the state, the

Internet is just a technology, not an end in itself.+ ", therefore, in the field of trade, "the

Internet is not only a simple + technology,, + + platform network means, but should be

successful operation experience, with the help of a cross-border electricity to the

deficiency of the traditional foreign trade enterprises to realize the information-based

transformation, can achieve the strategic business model innovation and upgrading of

strong power, for the decisive basis for development of network economy era.Can say,

cross-border electricity let "Internet + foreign trade" is externalized, application and

industrialization, which will help foreign trade enterprises to open up a new path of "digital

trade", effective grasp the "area" the best opportunity to cross-border cooperation,

cooperation, and even the whole world, in turn, achieve the innovation of the trade data

growth, new kinetic energy for China's economic transformation and upgrading.
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6 Conclusion

In thus, China has been positively participating in foreign trade activities globally, no

matter what phase of a country China is at, or what Rank China is assigned to in the

foreign trade loop. And China is always will to participate more and willing to take more

responsibilities in the whole value chain globally. China had experienced difficulties

during the past both domestically and globally in foreign trade, but China managed to

conquer the difficulties and achieves a better result. One day, every country will participate

in the global value chain, and contribute to the foreign trade circle. For an ultimate

objective is to utilize all the resources on earth efficiently, no matter which phase or which

rank a country is under. The total amount of resources are limited globally, and the

regeneration amount of resources is determined by the nature. The only way to maximize

the outcome of resources, is to utilize the resource in a much more efficient way. And to

accomplish that goal, foreign trade is the very tool, helps countries to exchange the needed

goods and technologies on a mutual basis.

Among the difficulties China has faced during the time participated in foreign trade in

decades, those difficulties may be faced by other countries as well. And the difficulties the

Phase 3 countries faced before; China may face them tomorrow. The best way of make a

more efficient foreign trade environment, is to learn from other countries, not only learn

from the advantage edges of other countries, and more importantly, to learn from the

disadvantage edges a country might face, and how they deal with it. The ultimate phase of

foreign trade of human civilization is trading without borders, it seemed very unlikely to

happen, but it never can be sure.
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